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1. In this article there are derived, for the determinants
of certain
matrices of (real or complex) constants,
lower and upper bounds
which are suitable for use with automatic computing machinery.
Let A = (aij)i...n be an arbitrary
matrix; let »w,-be the maximum
modulus of the elements of the ith row: w,- = max, |ay|. A lower
bound for det A is given by the relation

(1) | detA| ^ |"l - 23*»i(I««I + w/)"1]f[ (I an\ + m,).
A routine can be so programmed
that the first factor is computed
first; if this factor is negative or 0, the routine skips the rest of the
program.
If the first factor is positive, this lower bound is useful
especially because of the ease with which the elements of the matrix
can be scaled.
It is to be remarked that the bounds of this note apply without
formal change not only to the given matrix, but to any other matrix
(dj) ior which the relations | Cu\ = \ an\, max,- | c<,-| fkmi hold. A single
computation
gives a bound for a family of matrices.

2. The following
raphy.

abbreviations

(2)

an = an — anaij/au

(3)

m{ = max | o,-,-|.

are used to simplify

the typog-

(i, j > 1); A' = (an).

1*1

(4)

Tj=mj(mj+

\ au\)-\

(5) U = i - 2 Tj,
i
(6)

S = 23 Ti,
1

0(0-») - 1.

fi =1,

S'=t,

2

/,-= 1 - 23 T'j, ft = 1.
j

T'i.
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d = m^TT1 - fr1].

Moreover, mi, Tj, GI are defined by priming (3), (4), (7) respectively. The bound (1) needs to be established only under the hypoth-

esis S<1. The first step is

Lemma 1. If S<1, then S'<1.
Proof.

Note an^0

if 5<1. From (2), (3) the relations

m'i g m((l + mi/ \ an \ ),

\ a'a|

follow. Hence the following relations

T' = 1 _

1a'»I
m'i +

(8)

\ au\

— mWi/\

an\

are true.

< t_i^y_

| a'„|

tnAl + mi/\
— -j-j-j-r

^

w,(l + mi/ \ au | ) +

| a'u\

an \)

w,(l + wi/I an | ) + I a'u\

Z (1 + mi/\ an\)Ti
By use of this estimate

= (1 - Ti)-1^.

for 7\- together

with the hypothesis

5<1

in

the form ^2^ Ti<l —Ti, the conclusion

S' = J2 Ti g (1 - T{)rl£ Ti < 1
2

2

follows.
Corollary

(Ostrowski [l ]). Let mi, Ti, S be defined by (3), (4), (6).

The hypothesis S<1

is enough to establish the conclusion det .4^0.

In view of the relation

(9)

det A = an det A',

this is an obvious consequence of Lemma 1.
In attending to the proof of (1), we note first that the right member of (1) can be rewritten
XTi Gi = | On | • LT2 Git and proceed to
establish the relations GI ^G,\ The induction hypothesis
|det-4'|

^ IT" G[ will finish the argument by (9).

Lemma 2. Gi^d

(i>l).

Proof. The explicit assumption ^J-1 Tj<l
(1) is trivial.
We use the estimate (8). Thus we obtain
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u = i - E T/ gj i - (i - Ti)-123 r< = (i - ri)-1/,-;
2

2

Z/"1 g (1 - Tx)^1.
Further,
positive,

as shown above,
we can obtain

«/ ^ (1 — Ti)-1»i(.

Next,

since//-1

—1 is

mi - mill-' = -1»/(//-1 -1) £ - «<(i - ro-»[(i - ro/r1 - 1]
= mi(l - Tx)-1 - mifj\
Thus we can reason as follows

G\ = ml [Tt-1 - f/-1} 2: | a» \ + m,(l - T^)-1 - w^/r1
^

| ait | — w.-wj/ | flu | + w,-(l — Ti)-1 — Wi/r1

= G,Using similar
can be obtained.

arguments,
the following upper bound for | det A \
It is valid if the hypothesis 5<1 is satisfied.
n

| det A | fk II Bit Ei= \au\ + mtfr1 - 1).
i
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